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Directions (Q. 1-5): Study the given information and answer the following questions. 

A word and number arrangement machine when given an input line of words and numbers rearranges them 

following a particular rule. The following is an illustration of input and its rearrangement: 

Input: can now 18 16 27 all done 36 insert 49 

Step I: 16 18 can now 27 all done 36 insert 49 

Step II: 16 18 all can now 27 done 36 insert 49 

Step III: 16 18 all can 27 36 now done insert 49 

Step IV: 16 18 all can 27 36 done insert now 49 

Step V: 16 18 all can 27 36 done insert 49 now 

Step V is the last step of the rearrangement. As per the rules followed in the above steps, find out in each of the 

following questions the appropriate step for the following input. 

Input: 57 19 professor male 28 correct 36 38 47 female doctor 51 study 

 

1).Which element is third to the right of ‘female’ in Step V? 

a) 38 

b) Professor 

c) Study 

d) 51 

e) None of these 

 

2).What is the position of ‘male’ in the final step? 

a) 9th from the left 

b) 2nd from the right 

c) 8th from the left 

d) 5th from the right 

e) None of these 

 

3).Which of the following is the third element from the left end of Step III? 

a) 38 

b) 57 

c) Correct 

d) Doctor 

e) None of these 

 

4).Which step number is the following output? 

19 28 correct doctor 36 38 female male 47 51 57 professor study 
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a) Step V 

b) Step VI 

c) Step VII 

d) There is no such step. 

e) None of these 

 

5).How many steps will be required to complete the arrangement of the given input? 

a) Fi ve 

b) Six 

c) Seven 

d) Eight 

e) None of these 

 

Directions (Q. 6-10): Study the given information and answer the following questions: 

When a word and number arrangement machine is given an input line of words and numbers, it arranges them 

following a particular rule. The following is an illustration of input and its rearrangement. (All the numbers are two-

digit numbers.) 

Input : rocking 18 available 50 reach 89 gave 33 process 81 23 goal. 

Step I: gave rocking 18 available 50 reach 33 process 81 23 goal 89 

Step II: gave goal rocking 18 available 50 reach 33 process 23 81 89 

Step III: gave goal reach rocking 18 available 33 process 23 50 81 89 

Step IV: gave goal reach process rocking 18 available 23 33 50 81 89 

Step V: gave goal reach process rocking available 18 23 33 50 81 89 

Step V is the last step of the above arrangement as the intended arrangement is obtained. As per the rules 

followed in the above steps, find out the appropriate steps for the given input. 

Input: 23 technology 52 number 94 extra 31 playing 77 66 fabricate torcher 

 

6).Which of the following would be at the 7th position from the left in Step III? 

a) 31 

b) Fabricate 

c) 52 

d) Playing 

e) None of these 

 

7).If in the last step all the words get rearranged in alphabetical order, which of the following words would retain 

its original position? 

a) Fabricate 
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b) Extra 

c) Playing 

d) Number 

e) None of these 

 

8). In Step IV, if ‘extra’ is related to ‘94’ and ‘number’ is related to ‘77’ then ‘23’ is related to which of the following, 

if the same pattern is followed? 

a) 52 

b) 66 

c) Fabricate 

d) 31 

e) None of these 

 

9).Which step number would be the following output? 

extra number playing torcher 23 technology 31 fabricate 52 66 77 94 

a) Step III 

b) Step IV 

c) Step V 

d) There will be no such step. 

e) None of these 

 

10).Which of the following would be the last step of the rearrangement? 

a) IV 

b) V 

c) VI 

d) VII 

e) None of these 

 

Directions (Q.11-15): Study the following information carefully and answer the given questions. 

When a word and number arrangement machine is given an input line of words and numbers, it arranges them 

following a particular rule. The following is an illustration of input and rearrangement. (All the numbers are two-

digit numbers.) 

Input: 69 ideal 29 camp 92 animal 55 steel 48 junior easy 17 73 uniform 

Step-I: animal 69 ideal 29 camp 92 55 steel 48 junior easy 73 uniform 17 

Step-II: animal 92 69 ideal 29 camp 55 48 junior easy 73 uniform steel 17 

Step-III: animal 92 easy 69 ideal camp 55 48 junior 73 uniform 29 steel 17 

Step-IV: animal 92 easy 73 69 ideal camp 55 48 uniform junior 29 steel 17 
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Step-V: animal 92 easy 73 ideal 69 camp 55 uniform 48 junior 29 steel 17 

Step-VI: animal 92 easy 73 ideal 69 55 uniform camp 48 junior 29 steel 17 

Step-VII: animal 92 easy 73 ideal 69 uniform 55 camp 48 junior 29 steel 17 

Input: 57 computer 33 index 65 economy 46 notes 14 prepare 98 environment teacher 85 

 

11). How many numbers are there between ‘environment’ and ‘notes’ in step-IV? 

a)  Six 

b)  Four 

c)  Five 

d)  Three 

e)  None of these 

 

 

12). Which word/number is third to the right of eighth element from right end in step-III? 

a)  57 

b)  Notes 

c)  Prepare 

d)  85 

e)  None of these 

 

 

13). How many steps are required to complete the given arrangement? 

a)  Four 

b)  Five 

c)  Six 

d)  Seven 

e)  More than seven 

 

 

14). If in certain way ‘index’ is related to ‘notes’ in step-II and ‘computer’ is related to ‘46’ in step-V, then in the 

same way ‘85’ is related to what in step-VI? 

a)  57 

b)  Computer 

c)  Notes 

d)  65 

e)  None of these 
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15). Which of following is correct with respect to the position of ‘65’ in step-V? 

a)  Seventh from the left end 

b)  Seventh from the right end 

c)  Third to the right of 85 

d)  Immediate right of 57 

e)  None is correct. 

 

 

Question (16-20): 

Input : reduce 35 region 28 rectangle 76 record 85 refresh 22 reject 95 

Step-I: 22 reduce 35 region 28 rectangle 76 record 85 refresh 95 reject 

Step-II: 22 35 reduce 28 rectangle 76 record 85 refresh 95 reject region 

Step-III: 22 35 28 reduce rectangle 76 record 85 95 reject region refresh 

Step-IV: 22 35 28 85 rectangle 76 record 95 reject region refresh reduce 

Step- V: 22 35 28 85 76 record 95 reject region refresh reduce rectangle 

Step- VI: 22 35 28 85 76 95 reject region refresh reduce rectangle record 

Input : arrest 56 artist 29 army 81 arrive 11 arch 39 72 arise 

 

 

16). Which of the following step is the last but one? 

a)  Step-IV 

b)  Step-V 

c)  Step-VI 

d)  Step-VII 

e)  None of these 

 

 

17). How many numbers are there between ‘29’ and ‘arrive’ in step-IV? 

a)  Five 

b)  Two 

c)  Three 

d)  Four 

e)  None 
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18). If the position of ‘72’ and ‘arise’ interchanged in step-III, then how many elements (numbers/words) are there 

between ‘72’ and ‘29’? 

a)  One 

b)  Two 

c)  Three 

d)  Four 

e)  None 

 

 

19). Which of the following step is the fourth step of the arrangement? 

a)  11 81 arrest 56 29 army arch 39 72 arise artist arrive 

b)  11 81 72 56 29 army arch 39 arise artist arrive arrest 

c)  11 81 72 29 56 arch 39 arise artist arrive arrest army 

d)  11 81 72 56 29 arch 39 arise artist arrive arrest army 

e)  None of the above 

 

 

20). Which word/number is fifth to the right of ninth element from right end in step-V? 

a)  Artist 

b)  56 

c)  Arise 

d)  Arrive 

e)  None of the above 

 

Directions (Q.21-25): Study the following information to answer the given questions. 

A word and number arrangement machine when given an input line of words and numbers rearranges them 

following a particular rule. The following is an illustration of input and rearrangement. (All the numbers are two-

digit numbers.) 

Input: yellow jovial 48 cross truth 20 connect staff that 78 

Step I: 20 truth yellow jovial 48 cross connect staff that 78 

Step II: 20 truth 48 jovial yellow cross connect staff that 78 

Step III: 20 truth 48 jovial 78 that yellow cross connect staff 

Step IV: 20 truth 48 jovial 78 that yellow staff cross connect 

Step V: 20 truth 48 jovial 78 that yellow staff connect cross 

Step V is the last step of the rearrangement. As per the rules followed in the above steps, find out in each of the 

following questions the appropriate step for the following input. 

Input: union magnet 89 chalk 21 absorb liverpool black honest 11 everyday 
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21).What is the position of ‘black’ in Step IV? 

a) 9th from the left 

b) 11th from the left 

c) 2nd from the right 

d) 4th from the right 

e) None of these 

 

22).Which step number will be the following output? 

11 honest 21 chalk 89 magnet union absorb liverpool black everyday 

a) Step II 

b) Step III 

c) Step IV 

d) There will be no such step. 

e) None of these 

 

23).If in a certain way ‘honest’ is related to ‘absorb’ and ‘chalk’ is related to ‘black’ then ‘magnet’ would be related 

to which of the following in the last step? 

a) 21 

b) union 

c) liverpool 

d) everyday 

e) None of these 

 

24).How many steps will be required to get the final output? 

a) Six 

b) Five 

c) Seven 

d) Four 

e) None of these 

 

25).Which word/number would be the fifth from the right in Step V? 

a) magnet 

b) chalk 

c) 89 

d) liverpool 

e) union 
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Directions (Q.26-30): Study the following information to answer the given questions. 

A word and number arrangement machine when given an input line of words and numbers rearranges them 

following a particular rule in each step. The following is an illustration of input and rearrangement. 

Input: new 11 bold 22 carve hundred 32 29 45 houses it 38 

Step I: 11 22 new bold carve hundred 32 29 45 houses it 38 

Step II: it new 11 22 bold carve hundred 32 29 45 houses 38 

Step III: 29 32 it new 11 22 bold carve hundred 45 houses 38 

Step IV: bold carve 29 32 it new 11 22 hundred 45 houses 38 

Step V: 38 45 bold carve 29 32 it new 11 22 hundred houses 

Step VI: houses hundred 38 45 bold carve 29 32 it new 11 22 

Step VI is the last step of the above input, as the desired arrangement is obtained. 

As per the rules followed above find the appropriate step for the given input 

Input: ice money 21 13 good 18 12 qualify 35 eligible 41 browse candidates  

 

26).Which word/number would be at the 5th position from the right in Step V?  

a) ice 

b) qualify 

c) 10 

d) money 

e) 12 

  

27).Which step will be the last but one? 

a) IX 

b) VI 

c) V 

d) VII 

e) None of these 

 

28).Which of the following represents the position of ‘ice’ in Step VI? 

a) Third from the left 

b) Fifth from the right 

c) Sixth from the right 

d) Fourth from the left 

e) None of these 

 

29). How many steps will be required to complete the arrangement? 
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a) VI 

b) VIII 

c) VII 

d) X 

e) IX 

 

30).How many elements (words or numbers) are there between ‘21’ and ‘12’ in Step VII? 

a) Eight 

b) Five 

c) Three 

d) Six 

e) None of these 

 

 

Directions (Q. 31-35): Study the following information and answer the given questions: 

A word and number arrangement machine when given an input line of words and numbers rearranges them 

following a particular rule in each step. The following is an illustration of input and rearrangement. 

Input: sanction payroll revenue 44 passenger otherwise 80 demonstrating information shipping 60 

Step I: payroll sanction revenue 44 passenger otherwise 80 demonstrating information shipping 60 

Step II: payroll sanction passenger revenue 44 otherwise 80 demonstrating information shipping 60 

Step III: payroll sanction passenger information revenue 44 otherwise 80 demonstrating shipping 60 

Step IV: payroll sanction passenger information demonstrating revenue 44 otherwise 80 shipping 60 

Step V: payroll sanction passenger information demonstrating otherwise 80 revenue 44 shipping 60 

And step V is the last step of the above input, as the desired arrangement is obtained. As per the rules followed in 

the above steps, find out in each of the following questions the appropriate step for the given input. 

Input: “indignity quartz 58 premier 42 customer imagination salary dynamic 15 viewer 36” 

 

31). Which step number is the following output? 

“salary customer indignity imagination dynamic 42 premier 15 quartz 58 viewer 36” 

a)  Step V    

b)  Step IV   

c)  Step VI 

d)  Step III    

e)  There is no such step 

 

32). If in Step IV ‘salary’ is related to ‘36’ and ‘customer’ is related to ‘viewer’, in the same way, ‘indignity’ is 

related to which of the following? 
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a)  premier   

b)  42 

c)  15 

d)  dynamic  

e)  None of these 

 

33). Which word/number would be at the 5th place from the left in Step IV? 

a)  dynamic  

b)  15 

c)  quartz 

d)  premier   

e)  None of these 

 

34). How many steps would be required to get the final output? 

a)  Six          

b)  Seven     

c)  Five 

d)  Four        

e)  None of these 

 

35). Which of the following represents the position of ‘imagination’ in the third step? 

a)  6th from the left 

b)  9th from the left 

a)  c)6th from the right     

c)  9th from the right 

d)  None of these 

 

Direction (Q. 36-40): Study the given information and answer the following questions: 

When a word and number arrangement machine is given an input line of words and numbers, it arranges them 

following a particular rule. The following is an illustration of an input and rearrangement: 

Input:   45 native charge 33 48 dark total freeze 62 88 98 gold office 21 

Step I:        45 native charge 33 48 dark freeze 62 88 98 gold office total 21 

Step II:     45 native charge 48 dark freeze 62 88 98 gold total 21 office 33 

Step III:    charge 48 dark freeze 62 88 98 gold total 21 office 33 native 45 

Step IV:    charge dark freeze 62 88 98 total 21 office 33 native 45 gold 48 

Step V:      charge dark 88 98 total 21 office 33 native 45 gold 48 freeze 62 

Step VI:    charge 98 total 21 office 33 native 45 gold 48 freeze 62 dark 88 
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Step VII:  total 21 office 33 native 45 gold 48 freeze 62 dark 88 charge 98 

Step VII is the last step of the above arrangement as the intended arrangement is obtained. As per the rules 

followed in the given steps, find out the appropriate steps for the given input. 

Input:     35 quite head clear 50 65 98 slow giant 71 82 19 oliver music 

 

36). Which of the following is the fourth element from the left end of Step VI? 

a)  clear       

b)  music     

c)  71 

d)  oliver      

e)  None of these 

 

37). Which of the following is Step III of the given input? 

a)  quite 82 head 50 giant 35 clear 19 65 98 slow 71 oliver music 

b)  head clear 65 98 giant 71 82 music slow 19 quite 35 oliver 50 

c)  head clear 98 giant 71 82 slow 19 quite 35 oliver 50 music 65 

d)  head clear 98 65 giant 71 82 music slow 19 quite 35 oliver 50 

e)  None of these 

 

38). Which element is fourth to the right of ‘giant’ in Step V? 

a)  clear       

b)  19 

c)  quite 

d)  98 

e)  35 

 

39). How many steps will be required to complete the given input? 

a)  Five        

b)  Six          

c)  Eight 

d)  Seven 

e)  None of these 

 

40). What is the position of ‘music’ from the left end in the final step? 

a)  Seventh 

b)  Sixth 

c)  Eighth 
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d)  Fifth        

e)  Ninth 

 

Directions (Q.41-45): Study the given information and answer the following questions: 

When a word and number arrangement machine is given an input line of words and numbers, it arranges them 

following a particular rule. The following is an illustration of input and its rearrangement. 

Input: jupiter 36 innovation 93 energy 114 core 81 courage 99 63 cure 

Step I: core jupiter 36 innovation 93 energy 81 courage 99 63 cure 114 

Step II: core cure jupiter 36 innovation 93 energy 81 courage 63 99 114 

Step III: core cure energy jupiter 36 innovation 81 courage 63 93 99 114 

Step IV: core cure energy courage jupiter 36 innovation 63 81 93 99 114 

Step V: core cure energy courage jupiter innovation 36 63 81 93 99 114 

Step V is the last step of the above arrangement as the intended arrangement is obtained. As per the rules 

followed in the above steps, find out the appropriate steps for the given input 

 Input: 100 Sophistry 148 Going 198 Eager 118 trolling 189 159 flatheads tubeless 

  

41).If in the last step all the words get rearranged in alphabetical order, which of the following words would retain 

its original position?  

a)flatheads 

b)Eager 

c)trolling 

d)Going 

e) Both (b) and (d) 

 

42).Which step number would be the following output? 

Eager Going trolling tubeless 100 Sophistry 118 flat heads 148 159 189 198  

a) Step III 

b) Step IV 

c) Step V 

d) There will be no such step. 

e) None of these 

 

43). Which of the following would be the last step of the rearrangement? 

 a) IV 

b) V 

c) VI 

d) VII 
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e) None of these 

 

44).In Step IV, if ‘Eager’ is related to ‘198’ and ‘Going’ is related to ‘189’ then ‘ 100’ is related to which of the 

following, if the same pattern is followed? 

 a) flatheads 

b) 159 

c) Sophistry 

d) 118 

e) None of these 

 

45).Which of the following would be at the seventh position from the left in Step III? 

 a) 118 

b) flatheads 

c) 148 

d) Trolling 

e) None of these 

 

Directions (Q.46-50): Study the following information carefully to answer the given questions. 

A word and number arrangement machine when given an input line of words and numbers rearranges them 

following a particular rule in each step. The following is an illustration of input and rearrangement. 

Input: Prone nine 36 49angle 66crow 64ideateChoose 54 51 

Step I: Choose 1Pronenine 49angle 66crow 64ideate 54 51 

Step II: Choose 1ideate 29 Prone nine angle 66crow 64 54 51 

Step III: Choose 1ideate 29Prone31nineangle 66 crow 64 54 

Step IV: Choose 1ideate 29Prone 31Crow39nineangle 66 64 

Step V: Choose 1ideate 29Prone 31Crow39nine 50angle 66 

Step VI: Choose 1ideate 29Prone 31 Crow39nine 50angle 60 

Step VI is the last step, find out in each of the rules followed in the above steps, find out in each of the following 

questions the appropriate step for the given input 

Input: Ware 33 watch 38gonenook 5132 cast feat 50 64 

  

46).After how many steps no further rearrangement of words is possible? 

 a) Six 

b) Four 

c) Five 

d) Seven 

e) Eight 
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47).Which word/number would be the fourth from the left end in Step IV? 

 a) ware 

b) 44 

c) 32 

d) 50 

e) None of these 

48).What will be the position of ‘63’ in the last but one step? 

 a) Eleventh from the left 

b) Second from the right 

c)Tenth from the left 

d) First from the left 

e) None of these 

49).Which of the following will be the penultimate step of the above input and which word/number will be the 

fourth from right end in the same step? 

 a) Step V, ware 

b) Step V, cast 

c) Step IV, ware 

d) Step IV, cast 

e) None of these 

 

50).What will be the position of cast in step III? 

 a) Sixth from right 

b) Seventh from right 

c) Seventh from left 

d) Third from right 

e) None of these 

 

Solutions 
 

 

Directions (Q. 1-5): 

The machine rearranges the numbers and words in such a manner that the numbers are arranged in each 

alternate step in ascending order while words are also arranged in each alternate step in alphabetical order. In 

each alternate step two numbers and two words are arranged. 

Input: 57 19 professor male 28 correct 36 38 47 female doctor 51 study 

Step I: 19 28 57 professor male correct 36 38 47 female doctor 51 study 

Step II: 19 28 correct doctor 57 professor male 36 38 47 female 51 study 
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Step III: 19 28 correct doctor 36 38 57 professor male 47 female 51 study 

Step IV: 19 28 correct doctor 36 38 female male 57 professor 47 51 study 

Step V: 19 28 correct doctor 36 38 female male 47 51 57 professor study 

Step VI: 19 28 correct doctor 36 38 female male 47 51 professor study 57 

1). Answer: D 

2). Answer: C 

3). Answer: C 

4). Answer: A 

5). Answer: B 

 

Directions (Q. 6-10): 

The words are rearranged in increasing order of their length and in case of a tie, they are arranged according to 

the dictionary, from left to right. Numbers are rearranged in descending order from right to left. Each step 

arranges a word and a number. 

Input: 23 technology 52 number 94 extra 31 playing 77 66 fabricate torcher 

Step I. extra 23 technology 52 number 31 playing 77 66 fabricate torcher 94 

Step II. extra number 23 technology 52 31 playing 66 fabricate torcher 77 94 

Step III. extra number playing 23 technology 52 31 fabricate torcher 66 77 94 

Step IV. extra number playing torcher 23 technology 31 fabricate 52 66 77 94 

Step V. extra number playing torcher fabricate 23 technology 31 52 66 77 94 

Step VI. extra number playing torcher fabricate technology 23 31 52 66 77 94 

6). Answer: A 

7). Answer: B 

8). Answer: C 

9). Answer: B 

10). Answer: C 

 

Question (11-15): 

First the vowels are arranged in alphabetical order and then consonant are arranged. The numbers are arranged 

in descending order. In step-I first word in the alphabetical order is moved to left end and then smallest number is 

moved to the right end. In step-II the largest number is moved to left end and then the first word in reverse 

alphabetical order is moved to the right end. The same procedure is continued till all the letters and numbers get 

rearranged. 

Input   : 57 computer 33 index 65 economy 46 notes 14 prepare 98 environment teacher 85 

Step-I: economy 57 computer 33 index 65 46 notes prepare 98 environment teacher 85 14 

Step-II  : economy 98 57 computer 33 index 65 46 notes prepare environment 85 teacher14 

Step-III: economy 98 environment 57 computer index 65 46 notes prepare 85 33 teacher14 
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Step-IV: economy 98 environment 85 57 computer index 65 46 notes prepare 33 teacher14 

Step-V  : economy 98 environment 85 index 57 computer 65 notes 46 prepare 33 teacher14 

Step-VI : economy 98 environment 85 index 65 57 computer notes 46 prepare 33 teacher14 

Step-VII: economy 98 environment 85 index 65 computer 57 notes 46 prepare 33 teacher14 

 

 

11). Answer: B) 

There are four numbers between ‘environment’ and ‘notes’. 

 Step-IV: economy 98 ‘environment 85 57 computer index 65 46 notes’ prepare 33 teacher14 

 

 

12). Answer: C) 

Third to the right of eighth element from right end i.e. fifth element from right end in step-3 is ‘Prepare’.  

 

 

13). Answer: D) 

There are seven steps are required to complete the arrangement. 

 

 

14). Answer: A) 

In step-2, there are two elements between ‘index’ and ‘notes’ and in step-5, there are two elements between 

‘computer’ and ‘46’. So ‘85’ is related to ‘57’ in step-6. 

 

 

15). Answer: B) 

The position of ‘65’ is Seventh from the right end in step-5. Hence, only option b) is correct. 

 

 

Question (16-20):  

Product the two digits of each number and then arrange the numbers in ascending order according to the 

products of the number. The words are arranged in reverse alphabetical order. In the first step smallest number 

(based on product of the number) is moved to left end and same time the first word in the reverse alphabetical 

order is moved to right end. The same procedure is continued till all the letters and numbers get rearranged. 

Input : arrest 56 artist 29 army 81 arrive 11 arch 39 72 arise 

Step-I: 11 arrest 56 29 army 81 arrive arch 39 72 arise artist 

Step-II: 11 81 arrest 56 29 army arch 39 72 arise artist arrive 

Step-III: 11 81 72 56 29 army arch 39 arise artist arrive arrest  
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Step-IV: 11 81 72 29 56 arch 39 arise artist arrive arrest army 

Step-V: 11 81 72 29 39 56 arch artist arrive arrest army arise 

Step-VI: 11 81 72 29 39 56 artist arrive arrest army arise arch 

 

16). Answer: B) 

There are six steps are required to complete the given arrangement. Hence, the last but one is step-V. 

 

17). Answer: B) 

There are two numbers between 29 and arrive in step-4. 

Step-IV:11 81 72 ‘2956 arch 39 arise artist arrive’ arrest army. 

 

18). Answer: C) 

After interchanging, there are three elements between ‘29’ and ‘72’ in step-3. 

Step-III:11 81 arise 5629 army arch 3972artist arrive arrest 

 

19). Answer: C) 

 

20). Answer: D) 

Fifth to the right of ninth element from right end i.e. fourth element from the right end in step-V is, arrive. 

 

Directions (Q. 21-25): 

It first arranges one number and one word in each step till all the numbers are arranged in ascending order. The 

words that are arranged together with numbers are those words which are preceding the numbers in inputs. Rest 

of the words are arranged in reverse alphabetical order. 

Input: union magnet 89 chalk 21 absorb liverpool black honest 11 everyday 

Step I. 11 honest union magnet 89 chalk 21 absorb liverpool black everyday 

Step II. 11 honest 21 chalk union magnet 89 absorb liverpool black everyday 

Step III. 11 honest 21 chalk 89 magnet union absorb liverpool black everyday 

Step IV. 11 honest 21 chalk 89 magnet union liverpool absorb black everyday 

Step V. 11 honest 21 chalk 89 magnet union liverpool everyday absorb black 

Step VI. 11 honest 21 chalk 89 magnet union liverpool everyday black absorb 

21).Answer: C 

22).Answer: B 

23).Answer: D  

24).Answer: A 

25).Answer: E 
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Directions (Q. 26-30): 

The machine arranges words and numbers in the following manner: 

Step I. The first two numbers are arranged in ascending order from the left. 

Step II. The first two words are arranged according to the number of letters present in the word. 

This process follows in each alternate step until all the numbers and words are arranged. 

Input: ice money 21 13 good 18 12 qualify 35 eligible 41 browse candidates 10 

Step I: 10 12 ice money 21 13 good 18 qualify 35 eligible 41 browse candidates 

Step II: ice good 10 12 money 21 13 18 qualify 35 eligible 41 browse candidates 

Step III: 13 18 ice good 10 12 money 21 qualify 35 eligible 41 browse candidates 

Step IV: money browse 13 18 ice good 10 12 21 qualify 35 eligible 41 candidates 

Step V: 21 35 money browse 13 18 ice good 10 12 qualify eligible 41 candidates 

Step VI: qualify eligible 21 35 money browse 13 18 ice good 10 12 41 candidates 

Step VII: 41 qualify eligible 21 35 money browse 13 18 ice good 10 12 candidates 

Step VIII: candidates 41 qualify eligible 21 35 money browse 13 18 ice good 10 12 

26).Answer: E 

27).Answer: D 

28).Answer: C 

29).Answer: B 

30).Answer: A 

 

Directions (Q. 31-35): 

The machine rearranges the words that are not followed by number according to the number of alphabets in each 

word in ascending order. The words which are followed by numbers are placed thereafter in alphabetical order 

along with the numbers. 

 Input: indignity quartz 58 premier 42 customer imagination salary dynamic 15 viewer 36 

Step I. salary indignity quartz 58 premier 42 customer imagination dynamic 15 viewer 36 

Step II. salary customer  indignity  quartz 58   premier   42   imagination   dynamic 15 viewer  36 

Step III. salary customer indignity imagination  quartz  58  premier  42 dynamic 15  viewer 36 

Step IV. salary customer indignity imagination dynamic 15 quartz  58  premier 42  viewer 36 

Step V. salary customer indignity imagination dynamic 15 premier 42 quartz 58 viewer 36 

 

31). Answer: e) 

32). Answer: b) 

33). Answer: a) 

34). Answer : c) 

35). Answer : d) 
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Directions (Q. 36-40): 

Words are arranged in reverse alphabetical order and the numbers are arranged in ascending order. One word 

and one number is arranged in each step. The arrangement is done from right to left. 

Input: 35 quite head clear 50 65 98 slow giant 71 82 19 oliver music 

Step  I. 35  quite  head clear 50  65  98  giant  71 82  oliver  music  slow  19 

Step II.  head clear  50  65  98  giant  71 82 oliver  music  slow  19  quite 35 

Step III.head clear 65  98  giant 71  82  music slow  19  quite  35  oliver 50 

Step IV.  head clear  98  giant  71  82  slow 19 quite  35  oliver  50  music 65 

Step V.   clear  98  giant  82  slow  19  quite 35 oliver  50  music  65  head 71 

Step VI.  clear 98  slow  19  quite  35  oliver 50 music  65  head  71  giant 82 

Step VII.  slow 19  quite 35  oliver  50 music 65  head  71  giant  82  clear 98 

 

36). Answer : e) 

37). Answer : b) 

38). Answer : c) 

39). Answer : d) 

40). Answer : a) 

 

Solutions: Q(41-45) 

The words are rearranged in increasing order of their length and in case of a tie; they are arranged according to 

the dictionary, from left to right. Numbers are rearranged in descending order from right to left. Each step 

arranges a word and a number 

Input: 100 Sophistry 148 Going 198 Eager 118 trolling 189 159 flatheads tubeless 

Step I: – Eager 100 Sophistry 148 Going 118 trolling 189 159 flatheads tubeless 198 

Step II: – Eager Going 100 Sophistry 148 118 trolling 159 flatheads tubeless 189 198 

Step III: – Eager Going trolling 100 Sophistry 148 118 flatheads tubeless 159 189 198 

Step IV: – Eager Going trolling tubeless 100 Sophistry 118 flatheads 148 159 189 198 

Step V: – Eager Going trolling tubeless flatheads 100 Sophistry 118 148 159 189 198 

Step VI: – Eager Going trolling tubeless flatheads Sophistry 100 118 148 159 189 198 

41).Answer : b) 

42).Answer : b)  

43).Answer : c) 

44).Answer : a)  

45).Answer : a) 
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Solutions: Q (46-50) 

The machine rearranges one word and one number in each step. The word with the highest value of sum of its 

vowels is arranged at the leftmost end. For example nook (O=15+15=30). If two words have the same value of the 

sum of its vowels then they are arranged in alphabetical order. .And the number are arranged in ascending order 

along with that the sum of the vowels of the arranged word (for example, CHOOSE in 1st step (35)) is subtracted 

from that number (36). [36-35=1] 

Input: Ware 33 watch 38 gone nook 51 32 cast feat 50 64 

Step I: nook 2 ware 33 watch 38 gone 51 cast feat 50 64 

Step II: nook 2 gone 13 ware watch 38 51 cast feat 50 64 

Step III: nook 2 gone 13 feat 32 ware watch 51 cast 50 64 

Step IV: nook 2 gone 13 feat 32 ware 44 watch 51 cast 64 

Step V: nook 2 gone 13 feat 32 ware 44 cast 50 watch 64 

Step VI: nook 2 gone 13 feat 32 ware 44 cast 50 watch 63 

46).Answer : a) 

47).Answer : e) 

48).Answer : e) 

49).Answer : b) 

50).Answer : d) 
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